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the cumulative complexities, the work's
movements and figures and fugues.
Wyn Evans's visual Duchamp
quotation is both a clue and a diversion.
I love the way that Duchamp's
concentric discs, now drawn in neon,
twist in space and begin to fan, like
something growing or splinteuing apart.
There is a lot of torsion here, energies
bringing things together and driving
them apart.
The complexity develops as we move
towards the back half of the Duveen.
Circles repeat, dilate and clench, and
rise through the space. Staves and
lines climb toward the roof on their
supporting cables, like an optical
trapeze act. Circles fracture into dipping
scimitar arcs and parabolas. There are
notched Vs hung this way and that,
shmt doubled lines (like equals signs)
and other unreadable symbols that
describe the movement and gestures
of Japanese Noh theatre. Knowing how
to read these symbols is perhaps less
important than knowing they are there.
The same is true of the Duchamp quote.
This is all familiar territory for Wyn
Evans, whose work has often translated
fragments of poetry and prose (by the
likes of Emily Dickinson and Gertrude
Stein) into morse code and other, often
unreadable, systems. They give his work
movement, pace and struoture, a kind
of subtext or a visual unconscious. Wyn
Evans is fascinated by the infuriating,
maddening systems that errant French
writer and proto-surrealist Raymond
Roussel imposed on his writing, a
game that gave his work its structure.
What matters is how generative these
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It all begins with a white neon 0,

hanging above our heads like the shape
the lips make before an exclamation. Or
the eyepiece ofa spyglass aim d at th e
chaos beyond .
Suspended part way down the
long Duveen Galleries at Tate Britain
in London, it reminds me most of an
acrobat's ring; the eye swings through it,
leaping into a dense tangle of white light
that smears the floors with brightness,
and seems to fill the space beyond.
Cerith Wyn Evans's Forms in Space ...
By Light (in Time), the latest annual .
commission for the Duveen, is less to be
looked at than mov d through, a work
to bC' pan•d, walk •d under, •xpC'ti •n •cl
asa journeyor a pi c ofmu s1 . Whal
begins as optical confusion unfolds as
a sequence of complex manoeuvres,
reversals, mirrorings and inversions.
If the title sounds a bit dry li ke som
glum supr •malisl t•xer is• lh work is
anything bul.
Th r is too mu h to takt' in at once.
One thinks of th hurtling particles in
the Large Hadron Collider (Wyn Evans
has visited Cern, under the Swiss
border, several times). I thought of
Picasso drawing mythological creatures
in the air with a lamp, his gestures
caught by camera . The r fi r nc s k ep
on coming. Th most apparen t are t he
two shapes th at hang in the central
cupola, the same angled spoked disc
and its larger companion, made with
six concentric lines, that originally
appeared in the bottom half of Marcel
Duchamp's eccentric, wholly enigmatic
The Large Glass, whose first version was
completed in 1923.
Duchamp described The Bride
Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even
(the full title of The Large Glass) as a
work to be looked through as much
as at. Like many other artists since,
Wyn Evans is dancing with Duchamp.
The eye cannot fully disentangle all its
successive elements. One almost wants
to spend a day in th e Duveen, drawing
its interconnected and overlapping
parts, its clusters and discrete elements,
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Cag - another follower of Duchamp
and Roussel - Wyn Evans enjoys the
indeterminacy of colliding systems.
Everything is suspended on electric
cables. These distant attachments
r mind me of wired medical sensors
stuck to a patient's body (not long ago,
Wyn Evans had cardiac surgery). '.I1he
technical complexity of the wollk does
not detract from the optical dance.
The eye stops here, then there, always
moving on. You become aware of time,
of element succeeding element, of space
concertina-ing as you walk. I backtrack
and move on through the daylight-white
lines and curves.
We have seen a lot of neon in art.
Neon heads and neon words in Bruce
Nauman; neon obscenities from
Jason Rhoades; RagnaF Kjartansson's
Scandinavian Pain and Martin Creed's
Mothers. Neon is just a drawing
tool. The lights do not go on and off
here, though the eye flickers, being
sent through hoops and on zooming
trajectories. At the rear of the Duveen,
at roughly the same height as that first
hanging circle, a plain neon rocll thrusts
towards the wall. An emphatic sudden
stop, a gesture arrested, an invitation
to reverse.

'One almost wants to spend a day drawing its interconnected and overlapping parts' Photograph: Guy Bell/Rex/Shutterstock

Cerith Wyn Evans: The Tate Britain
Commission 2017 is at Tate Britain, London,
from 28 March to 20 August. Free entry

David Storey, Bool<er-winning author of This Sporting Life, dies at 83
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David Storey, the Brit ish playwright,
screenwriter and Booker prize-winning
novelist, has died at the age of 83.
Storey was best known for his visceral
debut novel, This Sporting Life (1960),
which was based on his experiences as
a professional rugby league player. He
adapted it for an acclaimed 1963 film starring Richard Harris and directed by Lindsay Anderson, with whom Storey enjoyed
a vital creative partnership.
The book begins in the thick of a match "I had my head to Mellor's backside, waiting for the ball to come between his legs"
- and the protagonist, Arthur Machin, has
his front teeth broken on the first page. The
scene was inspired by an incident when
Storey was playing for Leeds as a teenager;
he hesitated and another player "came up
with a very bloody mouth, not knowing
what had happened to his teeth ... The
guilt induced by that was enormous:'
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Rachel Roberts and Richard Harris star
in the 1963 film of This Sporting Life

The son of a miner, Storey was born on
13 July 1933 in Wakefield, West Yorkshire,
and attended the city's Queen Elizabeth
grammar school. He made a name for
himself alongside a wave of workingclass writers from Yorkshire including
Stan Barstow (A Kind of Loving) and John
Braine (Room at the Top) who shared a
similarly frank, realistic approach.
Storey went on to study at the Slade
School ofArt in London. Mis second novel,
Flight into Camden, traces the story of a
miner's daughter who falls in love with a
married teacher and goes to live with him
in north London. It won Storey the 1963
Somerset Maugham award.
His plays include.cl The Changing Room
(1971), which is set over the course of a
rugby match, seen from a locker-room
perspective. He frequently•drew upon
his Yorkshire background throughout his
later works and won the Booker prize in
1976 for Saville, which follows a mining
family from the late 1930s onwards.
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Anderson directed Storey's 1970 play
Home, set in a mental institution, at the
Royal Court in London and on Broadway.
He also filmed a version for the BBC with
the same cast, led by John Gielgud and
Ralph Richardson. The writer and director also collaborated on stage and screen
productions of Storey's In Celebration
(1969), starring Alan Bates and Brian Cox.
That play - about three brothers reuniting
for their parents' 40th wedding anniversary - was revived in the West End in 2©07.
Storey's 1976 play Mother's Day opened
at the Court to poor reviews and became
famous for an encounter between the
playwright and the critics. "Storey lay in
David Storey, from
Wakefield, made his
name as part of a
wave of working-class
Yorkshire writers. His
plays ran in the West
End and on Broadway

wait forus on our next visit and proceeded
to remonstrate," remembered Michael
Billington. "I was singled out for a hearty
cuff round the ears, which was reported in
the press as ifl'd been savagely felled by a
blow from Muhammad Ali:'
In recent years, Storey had returned to
painting and drawing. An exhibition entitled ATender Tumult was held at the Hepworth in Wakefield in 2016. Storey's wife,
Barbara Hamilton, died in 2015. A statement from their four children said: "He
gave and inspired great love, drew us out
and showed us how the world really is:'
Playwrights paid tribute to Storey on
Twitter. David Eldridge called him "a giant
of postwar theatre" and wrote: "Read him
and understand some of what it is to write
theatre:• Jack Thorne called him "a master
theatrical architect and storyteller". The
poet Ian McMillan said: "This Sporting
Life spoke directly to the Yorkshire soul:'
Obituary, page 33 "7
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